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Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube/Polystyrene Core-Shell Hybrids: 
Synthesis and Photoluminescence Properties 
L. Orcin-Chaix,a,b G. Trippé-Allard,a C. Voisin,c H. Okuno,d V. Derycke,b J.-S. Laureta and S. 
Campidellib,* 

The formation of core-shell structures has permitted to improve greatly the emission properties of inorganic quantum 
dots. Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes, thanks to their emission in the near infrared region, are promising materials for 
optoelectronics. However, the extreme sensitivity of nanotubes to their environment hinders their applications. Thus, the 
fabrication of tailor-made functional hybrid materials that preserve the optical properties of SWNTs and facilitate their 
manipulation is extremely important. Here, we describe the synthesis of core-shell nanotube materials made of SWNTs 
and polystyrene. We developed a two-step strategy that permits to form a stable and homogeneous layer of polymer 
around the nanotubes by adding first polystyrene via the micelle swelling method and then by locking the structure via 
radical polymerisation in micelles of styrene and divinylbenzene. After polymerisation and redispersion, the nanotube 
hybrids can be easily manipulated in solution; they still exhibited photoluminescence properties both in solution and in the 
solid state demonstrating that the SWNTs embedded in their polystyrene shell are isolated one from each other. 

Introduction 
For the last ten years the constant progress made on carbon 
nanotube chemistry has allowed the full exploitation of the 
extraordinary properties of these materials. The recent 
development of sorting techniques, like gradient density 
ultracentrifugation,1,2 chromatography,3-5 polymer wrapping6,7 
or aqueous two phase separations8,9 permit to separate 
semiconducting and metallic Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 
(SWNTs) allowing to envision their applications in various 
domains such as electronics, optoelectronics or quantum 
information.10-19 However, still a number of issues remain. One 
of these issues is related to the structure of nanotubes that are 
made of surface atoms. The consequences are a large 
uncontrolled sensitivity to their close environment and an 
enhanced fragility in comparison to other nanostructures. For 
instance, the deposition of a dielectric material such as SiO2 on 
top of nanotubes induces defects in the nanotube structure19 
while the presence of oxygen and water are responsible of the 
p-type character of carbon nanotube field effect transistors20 

and of the spectral diffusion and blinking of the 
photoluminescence.21 In order to fabricate quantum emitters 
based on SWNT, the blinking and the spectral diffusion must 
be suppressed which implies to be able to control the local 
environment of the nanotubes. Several studies demonstrated 
that the deposition of polymers such as polystyrene,22 
polymethacrylate21 on SWNTs or their incorporation in agarose 
gel23 permitted to stabilise their light emission. Nevertheless, 
as efficient as they are, these routes are not suitable to build 
real devices based on single nanotubes. For instance, such 
matrices are not compatible with lithography techniques used 
to build high quality photonic or electronic devices. 
One route to take advantage of the protection offered by 
polymers is to synthesise core/shell nanostructures in which 
the nanotube is the active core and the polymer, tightly bound 
to the nanotubes, acts as a protective shell. This strategy is 
inspired by quantum dots, for which the synthesis of a thick 
shell around the active core has greatly improved their optical 
properties: e.g. enhanced fluorescence quantum yield and 
better emission stability.24 
The encapsulation of carbon nanotubes in shells of surfactants 
was reported several times over the last 15 years. Initially, it 
was based on the polymerisation of surfactant molecules pre-
organised around the nanotubes by cross-linking either using 
bifunctional molecules25,26 or initiated by UV light or radical.27-

29 Alternatively, Chen et al.30 reported formation of Nylon 
around nanotubes through emulsion polymerisation at the 
water/surfactant interface. In 2013, we described a completely 
new method of non-covalent functionalisation of SWNTs which 
consists of the polymerisation in micelles of porphyrin 
molecules around the nanotubes.31 The micelles act as nano-
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reactors to localise the polymer around the nanotubes. After 
removing the surfactants, SWNTs embedded in porphyrin 
polymer shells were obtained; this porphyrin polymer was able 
to prevent the re-aggregation and allowed the retention of the 
emission properties of the SWNTs in organic solution and also 
in the solid state. Later, Nakashima and co-workers adapted 
the strategy to perform radical polymerisation of acrylamide 
molecules around SWNTs.32,33 After polymerisation, the 
absorption spectra of the nanotubes showed a slight 
broadening of the transitions; nevertheless the 
photoluminescence of the nanotubes, dispersed in water, was 
still observed. 
The aim of this work is to synthesise emitting core-shell 
nanotube hybrids that can be easily manipulated in solution. In 
order to form such a robust and thick shell of polymer around 
the nanotubes, we decided first to introduce a large amount of 
polystyrene on the nanotube sidewalls and then, in a second 
time, to cross-link the structure via radical polymerisation of 
styrene and divinylbenzene. Compared to polyfluorene, for 
example, polystyrene does not wrap efficiently around 
nanotubes. Therefore the second step was performed to avoid 
the redissolution of the first layer of polystyrene and ensure 
the stability of the organic shell around the nanotubes 
The two steps of functionalisation were based on the micelle 
swelling method.34,35 The nanotubes were first dispersed in 

surfactant solutions and then polystyrene dissolved in 
dichloromethane was non-covalently adsorbed on the 
nanotube surfaces. In a second time and in order to lock the 
structure, styrene and divinylbenzene monomers were 
introduced in the micelles and were polymerised (see Chart 1). 
The core/shell structures were characterised by scanning and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, SEM), atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). In 
particular the width of the shell is investigated as well as its 
homogeneity. Moreover, the effect of the shell on the optical 
properties of the nanotubes was investigated by Raman 
spectroscopy and the photoluminescence properties were 
studied in solution and in the solid state. 

Results and discussion 
The preparation of the polystyrene/nanotube hybrids is 
described in Chart 1. First HiPCO SWNTs were dispersed in 2 wt 
% SDS solution (1h30, 20 W sonic tip in an ice bath) and 
centrifuged at 150 000 g for 1h. The supernatant was 
separated and used for the micelle swelling functionalisation. 
We performed the functionalisation in two steps; the first step 
consisted of the adsorption of commercial polystyrene (PS) 
polymer (Aldrich, average Mw 35 000) dissolved in 

 
Chart 1. Functionalisation of SWNTs. (Step I): polystyrene in CH2Cl2 was introduced using the micelle swelling method on the 
nanotube sidewalls; HiPCO SWNTs were initially dispersed in sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) 2wt % in water. (Step II): a mixture of 
styrene and divinylbenzene (DVB) in CH2Cl2 was introduced in the micelles and ammonium persulfate (APS) and N,N,N’,N’-
tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) were introduced to the nanotube solution to initiate the polymerisation. After Steps I and 
II, the nanotubes were purified by filtration and extensive washing and were redispersed in solvents for analyses. The bottom 
part of the figure shows the representation of different nanotube derivatives SWNT, SWNT-PS1 and SWNT-PS2.
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dichloromethane (1 mg/mL) on the nanotubes via the micelle 
swelling method.35 This first step aimed at forming a protective 
layer on the nanotubes; the procedure was repeated three 
times in total to ensure that all the nanotubes are covered 
with the polymer. The second step consisted of the formation 
of cross-linked polystyrene around the nanotubes to improve 
the robustness of the PS shell: a mixture of styrene and 
divinylbenzene (DVB) (9/1 v/v) in dichloromethane was 
introduced in the micelles via the micelle swelling method35 
and then the radical initiators (ammonium persulfate – APS 
and N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylenediamine – TMEDA) were 
added. The reaction was stirred at room temperature for 48h. 
After the reaction, the nanotubes solution were filtered on a 
0.2 µm PTFE membrane and washed with water, ethanol, 
acetone and THF to remove the surfactants, the reagents and 
the polymers not bound to the nanotubes. The nanotubes-
polystyrene hybrids SWNT-PS2 were redispersed in THF and 
used for the characterisation. In order to produce reference 
samples, the initial solution of SWNT and the nanotubes-
polystyrene hybrids SWNT-PS1 (obtained after the first micelle 
swelling step with polystyrene) received the same purification 
treatment: they were filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE 
membrane and washed with water, ethanol, acetone and THF 
and then redispersed in THF. It is worth mentioning that the 
suspensions obtained in THF for SWNT and SWNT-PS1 were 
not stable compared to those of SWNT-PS2 and rapidly 
flocculated. 

Fig. 1 Thermal decomposition (TGA) of SWNT (black), SWNT-
PS1 (blue), SWNT-PS2 (red), commercial polystyrene from 
Aldrich (magenta) and PS/DVB (grey) at 10°C/min under 
nitrogen. 
 
The nanotubes hybrids were first analysed by TGA; the 
thermograms of pristine and functionalised SWNTs and the 
one of polystyrene used as reference are presented in Fig. 1. 
At 600°C, under N2, SWNT exhibit a negligible loss of weight of 
3.5% while at the same temperature, polystyrene is 

completely decomposed. The thermograms of SWNT-PS1 and 
SWNT-PS2 clearly show the presence of polystyrene on the 
nanotubes. From the TGA curves the total amount of 
polystyrene was estimated to ca 17% and 36% for SWNT-PS1 
and SWNT-PS2, respectively. It is interesting to notice the 
difference between the two hybrids: first, the polystyrene in 
SWNT-PS2 shows degradation in two steps, both correspond 
to the degradation of polystyrene but the second step can be 
attributed to the cross-linked part of the polymer.36 Secondly, 
SWNT-PS2 contains almost two times more polystyrene than 
SWNT-PS1 (between 300 and 475°C, the loss of weight is ca. 
17% for SWNT-PS1 while it is of ca. 29% for SWNT-PS2). This is 
due to a better preservation of the first layer of polystyrene 
from the dissolution during the work-up (filtration and 
washing with acetone and THF) by the second cross-linked 
polymer layer. This observation points out the important role 
of the polymerisation step in the stabilisation of the structure. 
IR spectra of a mixture of styrene/DVB, of the polystyrene/DVB 
synthesized as reference and of SWNT-PS2 are presented in 
Fig. S1. The spectra of nanotube derivatives are quite difficult 
to interpret since SWNTs exhibit generally a broad and 
featureless absorption. However, in the 2800-3100 cm-1 
region, it is interesting to note the presence of the stretching 
band due to sp3 C-H in SWNT-PS2. 
The dispersion and the morphology of the nanotubes hybrids 
were studied by microscopy techniques (AFM, TEM and SEM). 
The AFM and SEM images of SWNT-PS2, deposited on Si/SiO2 
substrates, taken at different magnification (Fig. 2a-b and 2g-
h) show that the polymer is located around the nanotubes and 
that there is no free polystyrene on the surface. By 
comparison, SEM images of SWNT-PS1 show the presence of 
polymers both on the nanotubes and on the surface (Fig. S2); it 
indicates that the polystyrene shell around SWNT-PS1 is not 
stable and again it highlights the ability of the second 
polystyrene layer to lock the structure. In order to have a 
better insight on the structure of the different objects, we 
performed statistics on the average diameters of SWNT, 
SWNT-PS1 and SWNT-PS2 (Fig. 2d). The top part of Fig. 2d 
shows that the diameters of SWNT-PS2 samples are relatively 
homogeneous and centered around 4 nm conversely to those 
of SWNT and SWNT-PS1 (see Fig. S3 for AFM images of SWNT 
and SWNT-PS1). The distribution of diameter of SWNT (Fig. 2d 
– bottom part) is relatively inhomogeneous; it is obvious that 
untreated SWNTs will re-aggregate quickly in solution when 
the surfactant shell is removed. The observation of such large 
dispersion in the measurement of diameter is the signature of 
the presence of bundles. Moreover, the fact that SWNT-PS1 
exhibits also large diameter dispersions (Fig. 2d – middle part) 
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Fig. 2 AFM image of SWNT-PS2 deposited from THF on Si/SiO2 substrates: a) at low magnification and b) at higher magnification; 
c) cross-section corresponding to the blue lines on image (b); d) statistics on the average diameters estimated by AFM of SWNT-
PS2 (in red) SWNT-PS1 (in blue), SWNT (in dark grey); e-f) TEM images of SWNT-PS2 deposited from THF on Lacey-carbon grids; 
g-h) SEM image of SWNT-PS2 deposited from THF on Si/SiO2 substrates. The presence of the polymer around the nanotubes is 
clearly observable on the TEM and SEM images. 
 
suggests that the non-cross-linked polystyrene shell is unstable 
that leads to re-aggregation of nanotubes when they are 
redispersed in the organic solvent. The difference of stability 
between SWNT-PS1 and SWNT-PS2 in solution can also be 
directly observed by the experimentalist since the dispersion 
of SWNT-PS1 in THF tends to flocculate few minutes after their 
preparation while suspension of SWNT-PS2 are stable for days. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the layer of cross-linked 
polystyrene permits to avoid the re-aggregation of the 
nanotubes. The diameter distribution of SWNT-PS2 is centered 
on 4 nm. The mean diameter of HiPCO nanotubes being ~1 nm, 
the thickness of the polystyrene layer must be around 1.5 nm 
on the nanotubes which is still very thin. Finally, SWNT-PS1 
and SWNT-PS2 were observed by TEM (Fig. 2e-f and Fig. S4). 
The micrographs show that the nanotubes are covered by an 
amorphous layer of polystyrene material as it was suggested 
from AFM and SEM images. From the images, we observed 
that the amount of polystyrene around the nanotubes was 
lower SWNT-PS1 than for SWNT-PS2. In particular, we found a 
larger amount of nanotubes without polystyrene in the case of 
SWNT-PS1. Unfortunately, because of the aggregation of the 
materials during the drying of the TEM grids, the analyses of 
the images did not permit to confirm the thickness of the 
coverage deduced from AFM. 
The optical properties of the nanotube-based materials were 
investigated by Raman and photoluminescence excitation 
(PLE) spectroscopy. The Raman spectra of SWNT, SWNT-PS1 

and SWNT-PS2 recorded after excitation at 532 nm on solid 
samples (buckypapers) are presented in Fig. 3a; the spectra 
show only small differences between pristine and 
functionalised SWNTs in the G-band and the RBM region. The 
apparent broadening of the G-band for SWNT is due to the 
aggregation of the bare nanotubes compared to the hybrid 
materials (Fig. S5). Indeed, it is known that the presence of 
bundles influences the Raman spectra of SWNTs and in 
particular the intensity and position of the RBM signals as well 
as the width of the peaks.37,38 We compared the intensity of 
the D- and G-bands for SWNT and SWNT-PS2; very similar 
ratio were found (D/GSWNT = 0.20 and D/GSWNT-PS2 = 0.19) 
showing that the polymerisation does not significantly affect 
the integrity of the nanotubes. 
The optical properties of the nanotube hybrids were studied 
by absorption and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) 
spectroscopies. Fig. 3b displays the absorption spectra of 
SWNT, SWNT-PS1 and SWNT-PS2 dispersed in SDS. The 
spectra show the characteristic lines of HiPCO nanotubes 
indicating that the functionalisation process keeps intact the 
optical properties of nanotubes.39 Indeed, in the 1000 nm – 
1300 nm spectral range one can observe the S11 transitions of 
the different chiralities of the semiconducting nanotubes 
contained in the sample. Likewise, the S22 lines and the M11 
lines of metallic nanotubes appear in the 500 nm – 900 nm 
spectral range.40 
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Fig. 3 a) Raman spectra of SWNT (black), SWNT-PS1 (blue) and 
SWNT-PS2 (red) recorded at λexc = 532 nm on solid samples 
(buckypapers); in inset are shown the RBM modes of SWNT, 
SWNT-PS1 and SWNT-PS2. b) UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum 
of SWNT (black), SWNT-PS1 (blue) and SWNT-PS2 (red) 
dispersed in 2 wt % SDS solution; c) PLE maps of SWNT 
dispersed in 2 wt % SDS solution; d) PLE maps of SWNT-PS2 
dispersed in 2 wt % SDS solution; e) PLE maps of a film of 
SWNT-PS1 on PTFE membrane; f) PLE maps of a film of SWNT-
PS2 on PTFE membrane. 
 
Fig. 3c-d shows the PLE spectra of SWNT and SWNT-PS2 in 
suspension in SDS. Again, the PLE resonance characteristic of 
HiPCO nanotubes can be observed on both samples.41 The 
comparison of the fluorescence amplitudes is not 
straightforward. Indeed, during the functionalisation process 
the pH of the solution is modified due to the addition of 
TMEDA. The fluorescence of nanotubes is known to be 
strongly dependent on the pH.42 Moreover, the effect is also 
diameter dependent which complicates the analysis. 
Nevertheless, the level of fluorescence of SWNT-PS2 is 
compatible with the preservation of the pristine properties of 
nanotubes along the chemical functionalisation. It is worth 
mentioning that even if SWNT-PS2 can be solubilised in THF; 
optical investigations cannot be performed on such 
suspensions since THF exhibits strong absorption lines in the 
near infrared. Finally, the fluorescence properties of the hybrid 
materials SWNT-PS1 and SWNT-PS2 were studied in the solid 
state: Fig. 3e-f displays the PLE maps of films of SWNT-PS1 and 
SWNT-PS2 on PTFE membranes. While SWNT-PS1 shows no 
fluorescence, the film of SWNT-PS2 still exhibits luminescence 
signals. The low signal to noise ratio of Fig. 3f, that may have 
several origins, prevents a precise analysis of the differences 

between spectra in solution (Fig. 3d) and on films (Fig. 3f). 
Nevertheless, we can draw some comments. First, these 
experiments are performed on dense films where nanotubes 
may undergo some strains. This can explain the broadening of 
the PLE lines and loss in signal to noise ratio. Likewise, 
although it is difficult to evaluate precisely the number of 
nanotubes in the excitation volume, it has to be much smaller 
on films leading to less PL signal. Finally, energy transfer 
between nanotubes in the film cannot be excluded. Energy 
transfer from semiconducting to metallic nanotubes can 
induce a decrease of the PL signal and transfer from small 
diameter nanotubes to larger ones could explain the apparent 
change in the PL intensity ratios. Nevertheless, the total 
absence of luminescence on films of SWNT-PS1 show that the 
strategy that we develop: 1) wrapping of polystyrene on the 
nanotube surfaces and 2) formation of a cross-linked polymer 
to “lock” the structure permit to better preserve the isolation 
of the nanotubes. Finally, ensemble measurements are 
sensitive to averaging effects. Therefore, experiments at the 
single core-shell are mandatory to conclude on the total 
protection of the nanotube. These experiments are under 
progress, but they are far beyond the scope of the present 
paper. 

Conclusion 
We described the synthesis of core-shell nanotube materials 
made of HiPCO SWNTs and polystyrene. We adopt a strategy in 
two steps in which we add first a large amount of polystyrene 
on the nanotubes sidewalls to ensure a good protection 
against the environment and then we performed a radical 
polymerisation with styrene and divinylbenzene to cross-link 
the structure and improve the interaction between the 
polymer and the nanotube. The nanotube/polystyrene hybrids 
were characterised by a combination of techniques including 
thermogravimetry, SEM and AFM microscopies, and by optical 
spectroscopies (Raman, absorption and PLE). AFM analyses 
demonstrated that the nanotube hybrids containing a double 
shell of polymer SWNT-PS2 exhibited a narrow diameter 
distribution showing that the initial individualisation of the 
nanotubes was better preserved in the solid state with this 
strategy compared to the simple wrapping with polystyrene. 
The same conclusion was drawn from the PLE experiments 
performed in the solid state. Therefore a double layer of 
polystyrene on SWNTs enhances the solubility of the hybrids in 
organic solvent and limits the re-aggregation of the nanotubes. 
So, we are able to deposit nanotubes individually embedded in 
a polymer matrix and we are now studying their properties at 
the single nanotube level. Such core-shell carbon nanotube 
hybrids exhibiting photoluminescence in the infrared may have 
important implication for future optoelectronic devices. 

Experimental section 
Techniques. Raman Spectra were recorded on a Horiba-Jobin 
Yvon LabRAM ARAMIS spectrometer with excitation at 532 
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nm. The thermogravimetric analyses were performed with a 
TGA Q50 (TA Instruments) at 10 °C/min under N2. For the AFM 
and SEM analyses: nanotube hybrids dispersed in THF were 
drop-casted on freshly cleaned Si/SiO2 surfaces and 
immediately dried by N2 blow drying. The samples were 
investigated with a Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM or a 
Multimode AFM equipped with Nanoscope IIIa controllers and 
with a Hitachi S-4500 Scanning Electron Microscope. Optical 
absorption spectroscopy is performed with a lambda900 
UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer). A 1000 W 
Xenon lamp filtered with a monochromator is used as an 
excitation source for photoluminescence excitation 
experiments. The luminescence is then analyzed with an Acton 
SP2500i spectrometer equipped with an OMAV InGaAs diode 
array. 
Materials. Chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and were 
used as received. Solvents were purchased form Aldrich, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific or SDS Carlo Erba and were used as 
received. The stabilizing agents in the styrene and 
divinylbenzene monomers were removed by distillation for 
styrene and column chromatography on alumina for DVB. 
HiPCO SWNTs were purchased from Carbon Nanotechnologies, 
Inc. (CNI). Polystyrene average Mw 35,000 (Aldrich 331651) 
was used for the first micelle swelling step. 
Synthesis. Preparation of the initial SWNT solution. The 
solution of HiPCO SWNTs was prepared by sonicating the 
nanotubes at 1 mg/mL in SDS (2 wt %) solution for 1.5 h with 
an ultrasonic tip Sonics Vibra-CellTM VCX-500 followed by 
ultracentrifugation at 150 000 g for 1 h. The supernatant was 
recovered and used for the different reactions. The reference 
solution of nanotubes called SWNT was prepared by filtration 
of the nanotube solution in SDS through a 0.2 µm PTFE 
membrane followed by extensive washing with water, ethanol, 
acetone and THF; then they were redispersed in THF. 
SWNT-PS1. 100 µL of polystyrene solution (1 mg/mL) in CH2Cl2 
was added to SWNTs in SDS (4 mL). The mixture was sonicated 
for 5 min. at the maximum power of a sonic bath (2.5 liters 
Fisherbrand, model FB 11201), then at 50% of the maximum 
power of the sonic bath for 15 min. to obtain a clear solution. 
This step (addition and sonication) was repeated three times in 
total. After reaction the nanotubes were filtered through a 0.2 
µm PTFE membrane, washed with water, ethanol, acetone and 
then THF. SWNT-PS1 were redispersed in THF or in SDS 
solution with sonic bath or ultrasonic tip. 
SWNT-PS2. 100 µL of a solution of styrene/DVB (9/1) (1 
mg/mL) in CH2Cl2 was added to SWNT-PS1 (4 mL). The mixture 
was sonicated for 5 min. at the maximum power of a sonic 
bath, then at 50% of the maximum power of the sonic bath for 
15 min. to obtain a clear solution. A 20 wt % aqueous solution 
of ammonium persulfate (30 µL) and 4 drops of N,N,N’,N’-
tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) were added to the 
aqueous nanotubes solution. The mixture was stirred for one 
night. After reaction the nanotubes were filtered through a 0.2 
µm PTFE membrane, washed with water, ethanol, acetone and 
then THF. SWNT-PS2 were redispersed in THF or in SDS 
solution with sonic bath or ultrasonic tip. 

PS/DVB. 500 µL of a solution of styrene/DVB (9/1) was added 
to a 2 wt % SDS solution (20 mL). The milky suspension was 
sonicated for 15 min. at the maximum power of a sonic bath. A 
20 wt % aqueous solution of ammonium persulfate (100 µL) 
and TMEDA (100 µL) were added to the suspension. The 
mixture was stirred for 2 days at room temperature, the 
suspension turned to slightly yellow transparent. Methanol (50 
mL) was added to precipitate the polystyrene and the 
suspension was filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE membrane, 
washed with methanol and dried under vacuum. 
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